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TABLE 1. GRBs simultaneously detected from BeppoSAX GRBM and WFCs






GRB960720 0:34 0:40 8 43
d
? [4]
GRB970111 4:14 0:30 43 16
h
? [5]
GRB970228 1:17 0:20 55 8
h
yes [6]
GRB970402 0:91 0:09 150 8
h
yes [7]
GRB970508 0:18 0:03 15 5:7
h
yes [8]
FIGURE 1. WFC/GRBM Time averaged spectrum of GRB970111. The best t in the
1.5 to 700 keV energy band is obtained with a broken power law (see continuous line) with
the following parameters: 
1
= 0:50  0:04, 
2
= 2:13  0:03, E
break
= 101  1 keV,
(
2
=195 = 1:24). In the t the instrument relative normalization was a free parameter.
in other bands of the electromagnetic spectrum (X-rays, optical, IR, radio).
So far 5 GRBs were simultaneously detected with GRBM and WFC (see Ta-
ble 1). Of them GRB970111 was the strongest event, in terms of peak ux and
uence, and GRB970402 was the weakest. While search for afterglow X-ray
emission from GRB960720 started after a long time (43 days) from the initial
FIGURE 2. WFC/GRBM Time averaged spectrum of GRB970228. The best t in the
1.5 to 700 keV energy band is obtained with a broken power law (see continuous line) with
the following parameters: 
1
= 1:35  0:07, 
2
= 1:95  0:05, E
break




event [4], this search for the other bursts started after about 6{16 hrs (see
Table 1). The result is known: three clear X-ray afterglow sources, associated
with GRB970228 [9,6], GRB970402 [10,7], GRB970508 [11,8], respectively,
were discovered. For the rst and the last of these events also an optical after-
glow was observed [12,13]. In addition, for the last event (GRB970508) also a
radio counterpart was detected [14].
For the strongest event, GRB970111, there is some evidence of X{ray after-
glow [5] and no detection of optical or radio counterpart. It is of primary
importance to understand the reason for that.
A possible signature of the peculiarity of GRB970111 with respect to the
other bursts is its energy spectrum. Thus a comparison of time averaged
energy spectra of these bursts can help to solve the problem.
Here we report preliminary results of this spectral analysis.
FIGURE 3. WFC/GRBM Time averaged spectrum of GRB970402. The best t in the
1.5 to 700 keV energy band is obtained with a single power law (see continuous line) with




Spectra averaged on time proles of GRB970111, GRB970228 and
GRB970402 in the broad energy band from 1.5 to 700 keV were obtained
by using both WFC and GRBM spectral data. A response matrix was ob-
tained for each of these instruments for on-axis incident photons. This can
introduce some systematic errors in the ux estimate, but not in the spec-
tral shape, as conrmed by the Crab Nebula spectrum determination [15].
XSPEC software package (v. 9.0) was used to derive spectral parameters and
their uncertainties (1 ). Figures 1, 2 and 3 show preliminary results.
DISCUSSION
From the t results, both GRB970111 and GRB970228 spectra are t with a
broken power law, while the spectrum of GRB970402 is t with a single power
law. By comparing the break energy of the GRB970111 spectrum with that of
the GRB970228 spectrum, we see that it is much higher for GRB97011 than
for GRB970228: 101 keV vs. 13 keV. This fact could be a hint that the peak
energy of the F

spectrum evolved much more rapidly toward lower energies
in the case of GRB970228. A fast evolution of F

was actually observed in
GRB970228 [16]. How this dierent evolution can inuence the presence or
not of an afterglow emission is not clear.
Work is in progress to complete the comparative spectral analysis by including
the spectral evolution of the bursts.
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